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Abstract
Given n terminals in the Euclidean plane and a positive constant, 4nd a Steiner tree intercon-
necting all terminals with the minimum number of Steiner points such that the Euclidean length
of each edge is no more than the given positive constant. This problem is NP-hard with appli-
cations in VLSI design, WDM optical networks and wireless communications. In this paper, we
show that (a) the Steiner ratio is 14 , that is, the minimum spanning tree yields a polynomial-time
approximation with performance ratio exactly 4, (b) there exists a polynomial-time approxima-
tion with performance ratio 3, and (c) there exists a polynomial-time approximation scheme
under certain conditions. c© 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
Given a set of n terminals X = {p1; p2; : : : ; pn} in the Euclidean plane R2, and a
positive constant R, the Steiner tree problem with minimum number of Steiner points,
denotes by STP-MSP for short, asks for a tree T spanning a superset of X such that
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each edge in the tree has a length no more than R and the number C(T ) of points
other than those in X , called Steiner points [3, 7, 9, 6], is minimized.
In the classical Euclidean Steiner tree problem (which asks for a tree spanning a
superset of X such that the total length of the tree, that is the sum of lengths of edges
in the tree, is minimized), a Steiner point always has a degree of 3. In the STP-MSP
problem, however, degree-2 Steiner points are possible. For example, when n=2 and
|p1p2|, the Euclidean distance between p1 and p2, is larger than R, then the optimal
tree is a path containing |p1p2|=R − 1 Steiner points, each of which has a degree
of 2.
The STP-MSP problem has an important application in wavelength-division multi-
plexing (WDM) optical network design [11, 14]. Suppose we need to connect n sites
located at p1; p2; : : : ; pn with WDM optical network. Due to the limit in transmission
power, signals can only travel a limited distance (say R) for guaranteed correct trans-
mission. If some of the inter-site distances are greater than R, we need to provide some
ampli4ers or receivers=transmitters at some locations in order to break it into shorter
pieces. The STP-MSP problem also 4nds applications in VLSI design [2, 8, 15], and
the evolutionary=phylogenetic tree constructions in computational biology [6].
Recently, Lin and Xue [12] showed that the STP-MSP problem is NP-hard. They
also showed that the approximation obtained from the minimum spanning tree by sim-
ply breaking each edge into small pieces within the upper bound has a worst-case
performance ratio at most 5. In this paper, we show that this approximation has a per-
formance ratio exactly 4. We also present a new polynomial-time approximation with a
performance ratio at most 3 and a polynomial-time approximation scheme under certain
conditions.
2. Preliminary
Any Shortest optimal solution T for the problem STP-MSP must have the following
properties.
(a1) No two edges cross each other.
(a2) Two edges meeting at a vertex form an angle of at least 60◦.
(a3) If two edges form an angle of exactly 60◦, then they have the same length.
To see (a1), consider two edges ac and bd in T . By contradiction, suppose ac and
bd cross at e. Note that quadrangle abcd must have an inner angle of at least 90◦.
Without loss of generality, assume “abc¿90◦. Then “bca¡90◦ and “cab¡90◦.
Hence |ab|¡|ac| and |bc|¡|ac|, where |ab| denotes the length of edge ab. When
edge ac is removed from T , T would be broken into two parts containing vertices
a and c, respectively. One of the parts, say the one containing a, contains vertex b.
Adding edge bc results in a shorter tree still optimal for STP-MSP. This contradicts
the length-minimality of T . Therefore, (a1) holds.
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To see (a2), consider two edges ab and bc in T . By contradiction, suppose “abc
¡60◦. Then either“cab¿60◦ or“bca¿60◦ and hence either |bc|¿|ac| or |ab|¿|ac|.
Using ac to replace either bc or ab would reduce the total length of the tree preserving
the vertex set, contradicting the length-minimality of T among optimal solutions for
STP-MSP. Therefore, (a2) holds. (a3) can be proved by a similar argument.
The following lemma follows from (a2) and (a3).
Lemma 1. There exists a shortest optimal Steiner tree T ∗ for STP-MSP such that
every vertex in T ∗ has degree at most 8ve.
Proof. It follows immediately from (a2) that every vertex in a shortest optimal tree
T for STP-MSP has degree at most six. Consider a vertex u with degree six in T .
By (a2), every angle at u equals 60◦. By (a3), all edges incident to u have the equal
length.
Next, consider any vertex v with degree d in T . We claim that if v is adjacent
to k vertices with degree six, then d66 − 2k. In fact, suppose u is adjacent to v
with degree six. Then u has two edges uw and ux such that “wuv=“vux=60◦ and
|uv|= |uw|= |ux|. Thus, |vw|= |uw| and |vx|= |ux|. Replacing uw and ux by vw and
ux results in still a shortest optimal tree for STP-MSP. But, v gets two more edges.
For all vertices with degree six and adjacent to v, perform the same operation. We
will obtain a shortest optimal tree for STP-MSP such that v has degree d+2k. Hence,
d+ 2k66.
Now, for each vertex u with degree six, we move only one edge from u to its
adjacent vertex. Then every vertex will have degree at most 4ve and the resulting tree
is still a shortest optimal tree for STP-MSP.
Usually, a spanning tree is a tree interconnecting the given terminals with edges
between given terminals. The shortest spanning tree is called the minimum spanning
tree. Spanning trees may not be feasible solutions for the problem STP-MSP since
some edges may be too long. To make it feasible, we add |ab|=R Steiner points to
break each edge ab into small pieces of lengths at most R. The resulting tree will be
called a steinerized spanning tree. The following is an interesting fact.
Lemma 2. Every steinerized minimum spanning tree has the minimum number of
Steiner points among steinerized spanning trees.
Proof. Every minimum spanning tree can be obtained from a spanning tree by a
sequence of operations that each replaces an edge by another shorter edge. Since the
shorter edge needs Steiner points no more than the longer edge needs when we steiner-
ize them. Therefore, the lemma holds.
It follows easily from the above two lemmas that the steinerized minimum spanning
tree is an approximation with performance ratio 5 (see [12]).
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Fig. 1.
3. Steinerized minimum spanning tree
We show the following tight result in this section.
Theorem 1. The steinerized minimum spanning tree is a polynomial-time approxima-
tion with performance ratio exactly 4.
The lower bound can be shown by presenting an example as follows. Consider 4ve
vertices v1; v2; : : : ; v5 of a regular pentagon with each edge of length 1 +  where  is
a small positive real number such that the distance from the center to each vertex is
within R (Fig. 1). The steinerized minimum spanning tree on v1; v2; : : : ; v5 contains four
Steiner points. However, every optimal tree for STP-MSP on v1; v2; : : : ; v5 contains only
one Steiner point. Therefore, the performance ratio of steinerized minimum spanning
tree is at least four.
To show the tight upper bound, we need 4rst to study a property of convex path in
any shortest optimal tree T for STP-MSP. A path q1q2 · · · qm in T is called a convex
path if for every i=1; 2; : : : ; m−3; qiqi+2 intersects qi+1qi+3.
An angle of degree more than 120◦ will play an important role in the proof of
Theorem 1. For simplicity, we call such angles big angles.
Lemma 3. Let q1q1 · · · qm be a convex path and m¿2. Suppose there are t big angles
among the m−2 angles “q1q2q3;“q2q3q4; : : : ;“qm−2qm−1qm. Then |q1qm|6(t+2)R.
Proof. We prove it by induction on m. For m63, it is trivial that |q1q3|6|q1q2| +
|q2q3|62R6(t + 2)R. Now, suppose m¿4. Consider the convex hull H of points
q1; q2; : : : ; qm. If at least one of q1 and q2 does not lie on the boundary of H , then by
the induction hypothesis, any distance between two vertices of the convex hull H is
at most (t+2)R and hence any two points lying in H have distance at most (t+2)R.
Therefore, |q1qm|6(t + 2)R.
Next, we may assume that both q1 and qm lie on the boundary of H . It follows
immediately that whole path q1q1 : : : qm lies on the boundary of H (Fig. 2(a)). If
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“q1qmqm−1¿90◦, then |q1qm|6|q1qm−1| and by the induction hypothesis |q1qm−1|6
(t + 2)R. Hence, |q1qm|6(t + 2)R. Similarly, if “q2q1qm¿90◦, then |q1qm−1|6
(t + 2)R. Therefore, we may assume “q1qmqm−1¡90◦ and “q2q1qm¡90◦. It fol-
lows that (m− 2)180◦62 · 90◦+(m− t− 2)120◦+ t · 180◦. Hence, m− t− 2¡3. This
means that the path q1q1 · · · qm has at most two angles of degrees not more than 120◦.
If“qm−2qm−1qm is a big angle, then by the induction hypothesis, |q1qm−1|6((t−1)+
2)R. Therefore, |q1qm|6|q1qm−1|+ |qm−1qm|6(t+2)R. Similarly, if “q1q2q3 is a big
angle, then |q1qm|6(t + 2)R. Therefore, we may assume “qm−2qm−1qm6120◦ and
“q1q2q36120◦. They are the only two angles not big on the path q1q1 : : : qm. Now,
draw a parallelogram q1q2qm−1p as shown in Fig. 2(b). Since “q1q2qm−16q1q2q3
6120◦, we have “q2qm−1p¿60◦. Moreover, “q2qm−1qm6“qm−2qm−1qm6120◦.
Thus, “pqm−1qm660◦. It follows that
|pqm|6max(|pqm−1|; |qm−1qm|) = max(|q1q2|; |qm−1qm|)6R:
Therefore,
|q1qm|6|q1p|+ |pqm| = |q2qm−1|+ |pqm|6(t + 1)R+ R = (t + 2)R:
Lemma 4. In a shortest optimal tree T for STP-MSP; there are at most two big
angles at a vertex with degree three; there is at most one big angle at a vertex with
degree four; and there is no big angle with degree 8ve.
Proof. Suppose 1; 2; : : : ; d are all angles at a vertex with degree d and k (¿0) of
them are big angles. Since each angle is of at least 60◦, we have 360◦ = 1 + 2
+ · · ·+ d¿(d−k)60◦ + k · 120◦. Thus, 6¿(d−k) + 2k = d+ k, i.e., 5¿d+ k. The
lemma follows immediately from this inequality.
Note that every leaf in a Steiner tree is a terminal. A Steiner tree is full if every
terminal is a leaf. If a Steiner tree is not full, then we can always 4nd a terminal with
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degree more than one which enable us to break the tree at this terminal. In this way,
every Steiner tree can be broken into several small full Steiner trees. Those small full
Steiner trees are called full components of a Steiner tree.
Lemma 5. Consider a shortest optimal tree T for STP-MSP. Suppose T is a full
Steiner tree. Let si denote the number of Steiner points with degree i in T. Then
3s5 + 2s4 + s3 = n− 2
where n is the number of terminals.
Proof. Since T has totally s5 + s4 + s3 + s2 + n− 1 edges, we have 5s5 + 4s4 + 3s3 +
2s2 + n=2(s5 + s4 + s3 + s2 + n− 1). Hence, 3s5 + 2s4 + s3 = n−2.
Consider a shortest optimal tree T for STP-MSP. Suppose T is a full Steiner tree
on n terminals. The following fact is easily seen.
(b1) T has exactly n convex paths; each connects two terminals,
(b2) each terminal appears in exactly two convex path in T , and
(b3) each angle at a Steiner point appears in those n convex paths exactly once.
Now, we are ready to show Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1, there exists a shortest optimal tree T ∗ for STP-
MSP in which every vertex has degree at most 4ve.
First, we assume that T ∗ is a full Steiner tree. Let si denote the number of Steiner
points with degree i in T ∗. By Lemma 5, n=3s5+2s4+s3+2. Consider a spanning tree
TS consisting of n− 1 edges each connecting two terminals at endpoints of a convex
path in T ∗ (Fig. 3). By Lemma 3, each edge ab in TS has length upper-bounded by
(t + 2)R where t is the number of big angles on the convex path connecting a and b.
Hence, we need at most (t+1) Steiner points to steinerize edge ab. By Lemma 4, the
spanning tree TS can be steinerized by at most s4 +2s3 +2s2 +n−1 Steiner points. By
Lemma 2, any steinerized minimum spanning tree contains at most s4+2s3+2s2+n−1
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Steiner points. Clearly,
s4 + 2s3 + 2s2 + n− 1 = 3s5 + 3s4 + 3s3 + 2s2 + 1
6 3(s5 + s4 + s3 + s2) + 1:
If s5 + s4 + s3 + s2¿0, then s4 +2s3 +2s2 +n−164(s5 + s4 + s3 + s2). If s5 + s4 + s3 +
s2 = 0, then TS =T ∗. Therefore, in either case, every steinerized minimum spanning
tree contains at most 4(s5 + s4 + s3 + s2)(= 4C(T ∗)) Steiner points.
Now, suppose T ∗ is not a full Steiner tree. Then T ∗ can be decomposed into several
full components T1; T2; : : : ; Tk . For each full component Tj, by the above argument,
we know that the steinerized minimum spanning tree on terminals in Tj contains at
most 4C(Tj) Steiner points. Note that the union of steinerized minimum spanning
trees each for terminals in a full component is a steinerized spanning tree for all
terminals. By Lemma 2, the number of Steiner points in T ∗ is at most 4
∑k
j=1 C(Tj)=
4C(T (∗)).
4. 3-Approximation
Let T∗ be a shortest optimal tree for STP-MSP with Steiner points of degrees at most
4ve. Suppose T1; T2; : : : ; Tk are all full components of T∗. In the proof of Theorem 1,
we showed that the steinerized minimum spanning tree on terminals in Tj contains at
most 3C(Tj)+1 Steiner points. Now, we study when this upper bound can be improved.
Lemma 6. Let T∗ be a shortest optimal tree for STP-MSP with property that every
Steiner point has degree at most 8ve. Let Tj be a full component of T∗. Then the
following hold:
(c1) The steinerized minimum spanning tree on terminals in Tj contains at most
3C(Tj) + 1 Steiner points.
(c2) If Tj contains a Steiner point with degree at most four; then the steinerized
minimum spanning tree on terminals in Tj contains at most 3C(Tj) Steiner points.
(c3) If the steinerized minimum spanning tree on terminals in Tj contains an edge
between two terminals; then it contains at most 3C(Tj) Steiner points.
Proof. (c1) and (c3) follow immediately from the proof of Theorem 1. Next, we show
(c2). Let si be the number of Steiner points with degree i in Tj. Let nj be the number
of terminals in Tj. Note that there are exactly nj convex paths in Tj. Choose any nj−1
of them and connect two endpoints of each path. We will obtain a spanning tree. Its
steinerization is denoted by TS. Now, assume u is the Steiner point with degree at most
four. If there is a big angle at u, then we choose nj − 1 convex paths not containing
the big angle. If there is no big angle at u, then we can choose any nj−1 convex path.
With this choice, we would have C(TS)6s4+2s3+2s2−1+(nj−1)63(s4+s3+s2)=
3C(Tj).
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To design a new approximation, we need to study how to 4nd whether three or four
terminals can be connected to a common Steiner point.
Note that an angle of less than 90◦ is acute and an angle of more than 90◦ is obtuse.
A triangle is acute if its three angles are all acute. A triangle is obtuse if it has one
obtuse angle. A triangle is right if it has one right angle.
Lemma 7. If a triangle abc is acute or right; then the minimum disc (i.e. the disk
of minimum radius) for covering the triangle abc is the one bounded by the circle
circumscribing abc. If a triangle abc is obtuse or right; then the minimum disc for
covering the triangle abc is the one whose diameter is the longest edge of triangle
abc.
Proof. Suppose ab is the longest edge of the triangle abc. When a disk covers abc,
we can always arrange the boundary of the disk passing through a and b. If ab is not
a diameter of the disk and c is not on its boundary, then we can shink the disk still
covering abc.
Lemma 8. Four terminals; a; b; c; d can be covered by a disk of radius R if and only
if each of four triangles abc; bcd; cda; dab can be covered by a disk of radius R.
Proof. The “only if” part is trivial. It suCces to show the “if” part. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that abcd form a convex quadrilateral. In fact, if abcd
does not form a convex quadrilateral, then one of them must lie in the triangle of other
three, which can be covered by a disk of radius R.
Consider the longest edge of complete quadrilateral abcd. (note: A complete quadri-
lateral has six edges.) If this longest edge is not a diagonal, say ab, then compare
“acb with “adb. Without loss of generality assume “acb6“adb. Then, the mini-
mum disk covering triangle abc also covers point d (Fig. 4(a)). Next, we may assume
that the longest edge of complete quadrilateral abcd is a diagonal, say ac, and consider
following cases.
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Case 1. Triangles abc and acd are obtuse or right. In this case, “abc and “cda
are obtuse or right. Therefore, the disk with a diameter ac covers a; b; c; d (Fig. 4(b)).
Case 2. Either triangle abc or acd is acute, say triangle abc. If triangle abd is also
acute, then compare “acb with “adb. Without loss of generality assume “acb6“adb.
Then, the minimum disk covering triangle abc also covers point d (Fig. 4(a)). Similar
argument may apply to the subcases that triangle bcd is acute and that “bdc¿90◦
or “adb¿90◦. Moreover, “cbd6“cba¡90◦ and “dba6“cba¡90◦. Therefore, the
reminder is that “bad¿90◦ and “dcb¿90◦. In this subcase, the disk with a diameter
bd covers a; b; c; d.
The proof of Lemma 8 is constructive. We can actually use the proof to 4nd the
Steiner point to connect the four terminals when it exists.
Now, we present the following approximation algorithm.
Algorithm A. For input set X of n terminals, sort all n(n−1)=2 possible edges between
the n terminals in length increasing order e1; e2; : : : ; en(n−1)=2. Initially, set TA=(X; ∅)
and i=1. Then do the following:
Step 1 while |ei|6R do begin
if ei connects two diOerent connected components of TA
then put ei into TA;
i := i + 1;
end-while.
Step 2 for each subset of four terminals a; b; c; d respectively in four
connected components of TA do
if there exists a point s within distance R from a; b; c and d
then put the 4-star, consisting of four edges sa; sb; sc; sd into TA;
Step 3 while i6n(n− 1)=2 do begin
if ei connects two diOerent connected components of TA
then put ei into TA;
i := i + 1;
end-while
return TA.
Clearly, this algorithm runs in O(n4) time.
Theorem 2. Let T∗ be optimal tree for STP-MSP and TA an approximation pro-
duced by Algorithm A. Then C(TA)63C(T∗).
Proof. Denote by T (i) the TA at the beginning of Step i in Algorithm A. Suppose
T (3) − T (2) contains k 4-stars. Then
C(TA)6C(TS)− 2k
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where TS is a steinerized minimum spanning tree on all given terminals. Let T∗ be a
shortest optimal tree for STP-MSP with Steiner points of degrees at most 4ve. Suppose
T∗ has g full components T1; T2; : : : ; Tg. We construct a steinerized spanning tree T as
follows: Initially, put T (2) into T . For each full component Tj (16j6g), add to T the
steinerized minimum spanning tree Hj for terminals in Tj. If T has a cycle, then destroy
the cycle by deleting some edges and Steiner points of Hj. An important observation
is that if Hj does not contain an edge between two terminals, then a Steiner point must
be deleted for destroying a cycle in Hj ∪T (2). From this observation and by Lemma 6,
we have
C(TS)63C(T∗) + h
where h is the number of full components Tj’s with properties that every Steiner point
in Tj has degree 4ve and Tj ∪T (2) has no cycle. Hence,
C(TA)63C(T∗) + h− 2k:
It suCces to show h62k.
Suppose T (2) has p connected components. Then, T (3) has p− 3k connected com-
ponents C1; C2; : : : ; Cp−3k . Now, we construct a graph H with vertex set X and the
following edges: First, we put all edges of T (2) into H . Then consider every full com-
ponent Tj (16j6h) with properties that every Steiner point in Tj has degree 4ve and
Tj ∪T (2) has no cycle. If Tj has only one Steiner point, then this Steiner point connects
to 4ve terminals which must lie in at most three Ci’s. Hence, among them there are
two pairs of terminals; each pair lie in the same Ci. Connect the two pairs with two
edges and put the two edges into H . If Tj has at least two Steiner points, then there
must exist at least two Steiner points each connecting to four terminals. We can also
4nd two pairs of terminals among them such that each pair lies in the same Ci. Connect
the two pairs with two edges and put the two edges into H . Clearly, H has at most
p−2h connected components. Since every connected component of H is contained by
a Ci, we have p− 3k6p− 2h. Therefore, h63k=2.
What is the exact value of the performance ratio of Algorithm A? It is still open.
What we know is that this value is between 2.5 and 3. The lower bound 2.5 can be
shown by the instance in Fig. 5.
5. Polynomial-time approximation scheme
In this section, we consider a variation of STP-MSP. The input and the constraint
are the same. Instead of minimizing the number of Steiner points in the tree, we
minimize the number of total points (both Steiner points and given terminals) in the
tree. Obviously, the decision versions of the two problems are identical. The new
version is called the Steiner tree problem with minimum number of total points (STP-
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Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. The rectangle with partition Pi; j of size k.
MTP). We construct a polynomial time approximation scheme when the given set of
terminals satis4es certain conditions.
A set X of terminals is c-local if in the minimum spanning tree of X the length of
the longest edge is at most c times of the length of the shortest edge. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the distance between any pair of terminals in X is at least
1 and c¿1. We are interested in the case where R¡c.
5.1. The basic idea
The basic idea of our algorithm is to combine the shifting technique in [4] with a
local optimization method. We design a set of partitions, each of them partitions the
whole area enclosing all terminals into many rectangular cells (mostly squares) of some
constant size (see Fig. 6). Each cell is further divided into interior and boundary areas
as in Fig. 7. Then, with respect to each partition, we organize the terminals contained
in the interior area of each cell into several groups such that the distance between any
two groups is greater than c, and construct an optimal solution (a local Steiner tree)
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Fig. 7. The interior and boundary areas. The width of the boundary areas is l= (2 + 3 log k)c.
for each group. The collection of all the local Steiner trees in a cell form a local
Steiner forest for the cell. After that, we connect all the local Steiner forests and the
terminals contained in the boundary areas using the spanning tree approach. Finally,
we select a partition which yields an optimal global solution among all the partitions.
5.2. Partition strategy
First, we focus on the partitions. Without loss of generality, assume that the set of
terminals X is contained in a rectangle Rec with corners (0; 0); (s; 0); (0; t), and (s; t),
as shown in Fig. 6. For any positive integer k, a partition of size k is a grid in which
adjacent horizontal=vertical lines are separated by a distance k. Clearly, there are k2
diOerent partitions of size k, depending on the positions of the top horizontal line and
the leftmost vertical line. We use Pi; j, where 06i; j¡k, to denote the partition in which
the top horizontal line and the leftmost vertical line are y= i and x= j, respectively.
The grid partitions the rectangle Rec into many cells, most of which are squares of
size k × k. Thus, each cell contains at most k2 terminals in X . Each cell is divided
into an interior area and a boundary area, with a boundary of width l=(2+3 log k)c
(see Fig. 7).
5.3. The approximation scheme
Let X be the set of terminals in the plane, P be a partition, and XP ⊆X be the set
of terminals in the interior areas. An edge is a crossing edge if it is not completely
contained in any interior area of a cell. A stem in a Steiner tree T is a path in T such
that every vertex in the path is degree-2 Steiner points except that the two vertices at
the ends are terminals.
A stem is a crossing stem if at least one of the terminals is in the boundary area.
Let TP be an optimal solution of STP-MTP for XP . Tmin denotes an optimal solution
of STP-MTP for X and RC(T ) denotes the total number of points in the tree T , i.e.
RC(T )=C(T ) + n when T contains n terminals. Since XP is a subset of X , we have
RC(TP)6 RC(Tmin): (1)
In our algorithm, we deal with one cell at a time. Recall that the terminals in
the interior area of a cell are divided into several groups and an optimal solution is
constructed for each group. In order to show how to correctly group the terminals in
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an interior area, let us consider an optimal solution of STP-MTP TP for XP . We need
to modify TP into a forest FP such that each tree in FP is completely included in
the interior area of some cell. Note that each interior area of a cell may contain more
than one tree in FP . De4ne the distance between two trees to be the shortest distance
between any pair of terminals in the two trees. We further require that the distance
between any pair of trees in FP is greater than c.
Lemma 9. Let P be a partition and TP be an optimal solution of STP-MTP for XP.
TP can be modi8ed into a forest FP such that each tree in FP is completely in an
interior area of a cell for P and the distance between any pair of trees in FP is at
least c. Moreover; the total cost RC(FP); which is the sum of the costs of all the trees
in FP; is at most RC(TP). Thus;
RC(FP)6 RC(TP)6 RC(Tmin):
Proof. First, we eliminate the stems with length greater than c from TP . The distance
between any pair of resulting trees is greater than c since TP is optimal. For each tree Ti
in the forest obtained above, we reconstruct an optimal tree connecting the terminals in
Ti. Without loss of generality, we can assume that each stem in the reconstructed trees
has length at most c (otherwise, we can repeat the procedure and further decompose
the forest).
Now we prove that each tree in the forest obtained above is completely in an interior
area of a cell. It suCce to show that there is no Steiner point in the boundary area.
Suppose there are Steiner points in the boundary area. Call a Steiner point with
degree greater than 2 a real Steiner point. Note that, the distance between two cells
is (2 + 3 log k)c. It is easy to see that no terminals in distinct cells are connected in
the above resulting forest. Otherwise, there must be a Steiner point s which is at least
1:5c log k away from any boundary line. To reach any boundary line, s has to create
at least 21:5 log k = k1:5 real Steiner points and k1:5(c=R − 1) degree-2 Steiner points.
Now, we remove all those k1:5c=R Steiner points in the boundary areas and use them
to connect the disconnected subtrees with distance less than c in the corresponding 4
neighbor cells (see Fig. 8, s is in the shadowed area, at most k1=r Steiner points are
required to be added in each of the eight boundary segments of the four cells).
Since no two cells are connected, we can move the Steiner points in the boundary
areas back to the interior areas. In this way, all Steiner points in the boundary area
can be eliminated.
It is diCcult to compute the forest FP , since TP is unknown. Nevertheless, we can
construct a forest which is similar to FP . Consider the terminals in the interior area of
some 4xed cell. By Lemma 9, if the distance between two terminals is at most c, then
they must belong to the same tree of FP . Thus, we can group the terminals by forming
a minimum-cost spanning tree of these terminals and then deleting the edges longer
than c. Therefore, we get a set of (spanning) trees {S1; : : : ; Sm}, consisting of edges of
length at most c. We call these trees the c-spanning trees. Let Yi; i = 1; : : : ; m, be the
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Fig. 8. The eight boundary segments.
set of terminals contained in the c-spanning tree Si. Clearly, the terminals in the same
group Yi belong to the same tree of the forest FP . The converse is not necessarily true.
Namely, terminals in diOerent groups Yi’s may also belong to the same tree of FP .
In other words, to 4nd the best way of grouping the terminals, we have to consider
all possible ways merging the groups Y1; : : : ; Ym. After each such possible merge, we
obtain a local Steiner forest by constructing an optimal solution for every new group.
We are interested in a local Steiner forest with the minimum cost among all possible
merges for each cell.
Let forest FˆP denote the collection of the minimum-cost local Steiner forests, one
for each cell. FˆP has the following properties.
Lemma 10. (i) Each tree in FˆP is completely contained in the interior area of a cell;
(ii) The distance between any pair of trees Ti and Tj in FˆP is greater than c; and
(iii) The total cost of the forest FˆP is at most RC(FP). Thus;
RC(Fˆ
P
)6 RC(FP)6 RC(Tmin):
Suppose that there are m groups in a cell. Using the method in [16], we can compute
a minimum-cost local Steiner forest in O(2mM (|Y |)) time, where M (Y ) is the time to
construct an optimal solution for the set of terminals Y , which is exponential in the
size of Y .
5.4. An exact algorithm for STP-MTP
Let Y be a set of |Y | terminals. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the
terminals in Y are leaves in the tree. The number of possible topologies (the degree can
be unbounded) for Y is at most |Y |!. Consider a 4xed topology T for Y . If the number
of candidate points for each internal vertex in T is at most m, then a modi4cation of
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a standard dynamic programming algorithm 4nds an optimal solution for the 4xed
topology T in O(|Y |m) time [5].
Lemma 11. The number of candidate points for each internal vertex is at most
(|Y |√2k=R)3|Y |−1 if terminals in Y are in a square of size k by k.
Proof. Let Tmin be an optimal solution for the 4xed topology T . Consider an internal
vertex v at the bottom whose children are leaves in T . Without increasing the number
of Steiner points, we can move the point assigned to v such that the distance between
v and vi (i = 1 & 2) is Rhi, where hi’s are integers, and v1 and v2 are some children of
v. Thus, the number of candidate points for v is at most |Y |2 × (√2k=R)2. The height
of T is at most |Y | − 1. For a vertex of height i, the number of candidate points is
denoted as f(i). Then f(i)6f(i − 1)2 × |Y |2 × (√2k=R)26f(i − 1)3. Therefore, for
any internal node, the number of candidate points is at most (|Y |√2k=R)3|Y |−1 .
From the above discussion, it is easy to see that M (Y ) = O(|Y |!(|Y |√2k=R)2|Y |).
5.5. Connecting the local forests and boundary points
We can construct a Steiner tree for X from the forest FˆP as follows. Fix a minimum-
cost spanning tree TS for X and add degree-2 Steiner points to ensure that the length
of each edge is at most R. Note that each stem in TS has length at most c since X is
c-local. Let EP denote the set of crossing edges in TS. Construct a graph GP by adding
all the crossing edges in EP to FˆP and adding degree-2 Steiner points to ensure that
the length of each edge is at most R. It is easy to see that.
Lemma 12. GP is connected.
Now, we are ready to introduce our algorithm, which in fact computes GPi; j for every
possible partition Pi; j, selects a GPi; j with the smallest cost, and prunes the selected
GPi; j into a tree (see Fig. 9).
Theorem 3. The performance ratio of the algorithm in Fig. 9 is 1+16(4+3 log k)c=k.
Proof. Consider the stems in the minimum spanning tree for X . Since the boundary
area of each cell consists of at most 4(2 + 3 log k)ck terminals, each terminal of a
crossing stem can be inside a boundary area at most 4(2 + 3 log k)ck times under the
k 2 partitions. Since the length of a stem is at most c, a stem can be a crossing stem
at most 4(4 + 3 log k)ck times. Therefore, the total cost of the k 2 GPi; j ’s is bounded
as follows:
k−1∑
i=0
k−1∑
j=0
RC(GPi; j)6 k
2 RC(Tmin) +
k−1∑
i=0
k−1∑
j=0
RC(EPi; j)
6 k2 RC(Tmin) + 4(4 + 3 log k)ck × RC(Ts):
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Fig. 9. Algorithm 1.
From Theorem 1, we know that at least one partition yields a solution with cost less
than or equal to 1 + 16(4 + 3 log k)c=k times of the optimum.
Corollary 1. There exists a polynomial time approximation scheme for STP-MTP
when the set of terminals is c-local.
Corollary 2. Suppose TB is produced by the algorithm in Fig. 9 and T∗ is an optimal
tree for STP-MSP. Then
C(TB)
C(T ∗)
61 +
16(4 + 3 log k)c
k
+
16(4 + 3 log k)c
k
· 4n
C(TS)
where TS is a steinerized minimum spanning tree for the same set of n terminals.
That is; there exists a polynomial time approximation scheme for STP-MSP when
the given set of terminals is c-local and the minimum spanning tree on n terminals
has length at least (1 + )nR for some positive constant .
6. Discussion
One of reasons that we are so interested in the problem STP-MSP is that no geo-
metric optimization problem has been found to be MAX-SNP-hard. STP-MSP may
be the one. In fact, Arora’s approach [1] does not work for STP-MSP. It is an open
problem whether STP-MSP has a polynomial-time approximation scheme.
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